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Why Are New Source Websites Burying 'Chance For President' With Articles About Joe
Biden
What Do News Sources Have Against Chance For President And Why Would They Want To Bury The
Search Term With A less Qualified Presidential Candidate
LOS ANGELES - May 3, 2020 - PRLog -- Doing an internet search for "Chance For President" will bring
you just about anything but the official Chance For President website. But what's funny is that when you
dig through the search results, they're mostly articles about Joe Biden's chances at becoming the 2020
Presidential Elect. Why is that?
Candidate Chance Trahan remarks, "As we're getting closer to getting our hands on actual proof that Joe
Biden is a pedophile and a rapist, I'm starting to wonder why his name keeps popping up in my search
results. Joe Biden has dodged charges for crimes for way too long. With all the allegations circling him, I'm
wondering why he's even still in the race to begin with. He's being pretty stubborn for someone who
definitely doesn't have a shot at even winning."
The Chance For President candidate adds, "I'm starting to think that he's been behind this Chance Trahan
smear campaign the entire time. Ever since 2012, so many people have fraudulently tied my name to this
'IsAnybodyDown?' scam. You can't even find anything about me on Wikipedia. Any time anyone has tried
to add articles about me, a whole tribe of Wiki-trolls are instantly there to shoot down anything anyone puts
up. They've got my page maliciously forwarding to their 'IsAnybodyDown?' article."
"At one time, I had finally had enough of their games when they were all trolling me on Twitter, and I just
started having fun with them and being sarcastic with them. Well, they screenshot the tweets and just ran
with it and continued to mercilessly smear me with what they had. It's a sad little life they must be living to
gangstalk someone in such a way, and then be so conniving that they'd take over your site's keywords, or
even worse, rank for keywords you're not ranking for just yet," Chance comments.
"There was one point where I was taking what Daymond John had taught me about, in so many words,
cloning someone's format to use for your own business, and tons of malicious little trolls screenshot the site
and Public Speaking documents before I was even done building it and claiming that I had plagiarized him.
They shoved their blasphemous articles in the man's face as if that was going to effect the lives of either one
of us. Turns out that it didn't and I had met him in person anyways.... three times. I've got the pictures to
prove that too. After everything considered, I'm definitely blaming Joe Biden," Trahan concludes.
Learn more about Chance for President: https://chancetrahan.com
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